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Abstra t
The aim of this paper is to investigate the relations between formal
and semi-formal spe i ation systems, omparing the models obtained
analyzing a ryptographi proto ol | the Yahalom key distribution
proto ol.
We rst model the proto ol with a distributed Gurevi h's Abstra t
State Ma hine, and then move to its validation with ASMGofer.
This implementation shows that the atta k to Paulson's variant to the
Yahalom proto ol does not a e t the orre t version.
Finally, from the ASM model we obtain straightforwardly the UML
model: in transposing the former model into the latter, we underline
the orresponden e between the basi onstru ting elements of the two
spe i ation systems.

1 The Problem: a Cryptographi Proto ol
1.1

Introdu tion

Communi ation over the net is be oming more and more ommon. Unfortunately,
the Internet is an unreliable environment, sin e ea h message has to go through many
intermediate omputers to work out its way toward its destination.
Cryptographi proto ols are sequen es of messages that a number of parti ipants
ex hange with ea h other to ensure that the subsequent ommuni ation satis es some
properties, whi h are the so alled goals of the proto ol.
An exe ution of all the steps spe i ed by the ryptographi proto ol is typi ally said
a run of the proto ol.
Typi al goals of a ryptographi proto ol are:
 on dentiality : the ommuni ation starting after a run of the proto ol must be
unintelligible to eavesdroppers;
 authenti ation : at the end of a run, ea h parti ipant an be sure of the identity
of the other parties;
 key distribution : the aim of the proto ol is to deliver some important data (typially a key) only to the parties involved in the message ex hange.
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One of the basi tool used in ryptographi proto ols is en ryption, that is the use
of a key to on eal information in su h a way that the data an only be understood by
who knows the de ryption key.
For the en ryption to be e e tive, the key must be arefully hosen and kept se ret.
It also should be used as little as possible, sin e ea h en ryption reveals some information
about the key that an hostile agent an olle t to break that key.
It is for these reasons that ea h agent holds a spe ial key, the so alled master key,
whi h is used only to ex hange temporary keys. Su h keys are typi ally used for one
ommuni ation session only and are therefore alled session keys.
1.2

The Yahalom Proto ol

The Yahalom proto ol is a key distribution proto ol that also guarantees authenti ation.
It assumes a shared-key ryptosystem, in whi h ea h parti ipant shares a master key
with a trusted party, the Key Distribution Server.
The role of the Server is to generate new session keys ea h time it re eives a request
from an agent: it is \trusted" in the sense that it will always behaves as it is expe ted
to.
The aim of the proto ol is to enable every two agents to agree on a session key |
key distribution | to be used to ensure the se re y of the subsequent ommuni ation.
It also guarantees ea h party that the other one has been involved in urrent run |
authenti ation.
One of the major problem of proto ols is that ea h parti ipant an be involved in
several runs at on e, possibly with di erent roles. For the agent to orre tly asso iate
every message he/she re eives to the right run, it is useful to in lude in ea h message
an identi ation number: a non e.
A non e typi ally is a long, random number to be used only on e: it is assumed that
ea h parti ipant is able to generate his/her own non es, and keeps tra k of the non es
so far generated. In some ases ea h non e is asso iated to a re ipient | the agent who
is assumed to re eive the message with that non e.
Figure 1 presents the Yahalom proto ol that distributes a session key Kab to parties
A and B with the help of the Server S .
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Figure 1: The Yahalom Proto ol
1.3

The Atta k

Although the proto ol has only four messages, it is very diÆ ult to understand and
analyze in depth. The omplexity of the proto ol was pointed out by Paulson [1℄, who
presented a slight variation whi h is easy to atta k by a mali ious agent | the Spy .
The awed version ( gure 2) is di erent from the original one only for the se ond
message | B 's non e is sent in lear:
To understand why the version in gure 2 is faulty, it is ne essary to dis uss better
the goals of the proto ol.
As mentioned above, the Yahalom proto ol aims to distribute a session key Kab
between parties A and B . But session keys are vulnerable, and after a while the Spy
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Figure 2: Flawed Version of the Yahalom Proto ol
an manage to ra k some message, learning some session key Kab . Typi ally, this
happens when the ommuni ation between A and B is over | the key Kab is now old,
and the Spy has not earned that mu h.
But what if the Spy ould onvin e B to believe that A wants to start a new ommuni ation session with the old session key Kab ? B will send on dential information
to A, and the Spy will learn it | a brea h of se urity.
Figure 3 illustrates the sequen e of messages that leads to a fake authenti ation
between A and B :
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Figure 3: The Atta k
Despite the little di eren e between the two variants, the orre t version thwarts
this atta k. This will be proved through the validation (with ASMGofer) of the ASM
model for the proto ol.
The key point is that B identi es the freshness of the session key with the freshness
of the non e en rypted with that session key in the fourth message of the sequen e.
The Spy an always for es B to generate a fresh non e | sending him/her the rst
message of the sequen e. But only in the awed version the Spy an learn this fresh
non e, and that enables him/her to persuades B to a ept the old session key for the
subsequent ommuni ation with A.

2 The ASM Model
The rst spe i ation system used to analyze the Yahalom proto ol are the Abstra t
State Ma hines of Gurevi h [2℄.
The model is split into 4 main modules:
1. the network environment;
2. the mali ious Spy ;
3. the Agents and the Server S (for the orre t version);
4. the Agents and the Server S (for the awed version);
Ea h omponent is organized in two parts:
 the signature : it is the stati des ription of the model | a snapshot of the system.
It is made up by elements, grouped into universes and orrelated with ea h other
through (dynami ) fun tions.
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the rules : they des ribe the dynami behavior of the system, spe ifying how the
fun tions of the signature hange over the time. Typi ally, they are \ onditional
updates", i.e. rules of the form:
if

2.1

C ond

then

U pdate

end-if

Modeling the Net

In this se tion we des ribe the environment in whi h the Yahalom Proto ol is intended
to be exe uted.
This model has been adapted from the one proposed in [3℄.

2.1.1 Signature
Sin e the universes onstitutes the ommon ground on whi h all the omponents of
the model are built, they are all presented here, and they will not be repeated in the
remaining se tions.







: set of a tive agents over the network
: set of non es
SH RK EY : set of master keys
SESK EY : set of session keys
K EY : set of both the possible kinds of keys:

AGEN T

N ON C E

K EY



C OM P ON EN T

SH RK EY

,

AGEN T

SESK EY

[

N ON C E

[

SESK EY

: set of all the possible messages that an be sent over the network. It
is de ned indu tively as the smallest possible set that in ludes C OM P ON EN T
and that is losed under en ryption and message on atenation:

M ESSAGE

C OM P ON EN T
m



[

: set of elements that an appear in a message. It is de ned as

C OM P ON EN T



,
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M ESSAGE

M ESSAGE; k

2

K EY

(m#k) 2 M ESSAGE
m1 2 M ESSAGE; m2 2 M ESSAGE
(m1^m2) 2 M ESSAGE
P AC K ET : set of pa kages routed over the net,
olle tively referred to as the
\traÆ ". Ea h pa ket ontains just one message, and spe i es a sender and a
re eiver.

Beside these problem-spe i universes, the fun tions in the model refer to a prede ned ASM universe | the set Boole, with the two elements True and False
.
To model the apability of ea h Agent to generate non es to be sent in messages,
de ne the monitored fun tion
non eGenerator

: (AGEN T  AGEN T )

!

N ON C E

whi h is expe ted to return a di erent non e ea h time it is invoked (non- lashing
onstraint ).
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Sin e ea h Agent has to re ord all the non es he/she has generated along with
the intended re ipient of ea h of them, we need the following two dynami fun tions
( ontrolled by the Agent):
non e

! P(
!

: AGEN T

N ON C E

)

: N ON C E
AGEN T
To have a se ure ommuni ation with the Server S , Agents share a key with this
trusted party:
shrkey : AGEN T
! SH RK EY
To model message routing, ea h Agent needs a hannel in whi h he/she an nd
in oming messages:
re eive : AGEN T
! P AC K ET
For Agents to fully take advantage of the use of non es in messages, it is important
to distinguish fresh non es from old ones: for this purpose we introdu e the following
fun tion ( ontrolled by Agents):
re ipient

isF resh

: N ON C E

!

Boole

To reate fresh session keys every time it is asked to, the Server S needs the monitored fun tion
sesK eyGenerator

: (AGEN T  AGEN T )

!

SESK EY

whi h is expe ted to satisfy the non- lashing onstraint just as its ounterpart for
non es.
Both kinds of keys are suitable to en rypt and de rypt messages; we model su h
operations through the fun tions:
rypt

: (M ESSAGE  K EY )

de rypt

The fun tion
traf f i

: (M ESSAGE  K EY

: P AC K ET

!(

AGEN T



!
) !

M ESSAGE
M ESSAGE



AGEN T

M ESSAGE

)

models the network traÆ as a set of pa kets as dis ussed above.
Finally, the following fun tion extrapolates the ontent of a message:
ont

: (AGEN T  AGEN T  M ESSAGE )

!

M ESSAGE

2.1.2 Rules
To omplete the modeling of the net, we just need to give some ma ros and a rule.
The routeMsg rule in gure 4 delivers a random message in the traÆ to ea h
Agent.

Rule routeMsg:

do forall X 2 AGE N T
hoose p 2 P AC K E T
do re eive(X ) := p
end- hoose
end-do

Figure 4: The routeMsg rule
Ma ros related to the managing of the network are given in gure 5: they are useful
for the rules in the other se tions.
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send (X, Y, msg) 

extend P AC K E T with p
traf f i (p) := (X; Y ; msg )
end-extend

lear (p) 
(

re eive self

) := undef

addNon e (A, N) 

( ) := non e(A) [ fN g

non e A

Figure 5: Ma ros for the net
2.2

Modeling the

Spy

For a model of a ryptographi proto ol to be able to fully analyze the proto ol itself,
it is ru ial the way the Spy is modeled. The more powerful the Spy , the ner the
analysis.
The Spy model we des ribe here is inspired from [3℄.

2.2.1 Signature
Almost all the fun tions used by the Spy are, in fa t, nullary fun tions, i.e. variables.
To be as realisti as possible, we onsider, beside the Spy , the presen e of ompromised Agents | people whose key has fallen in the hands of the Spy :
ompr

: P (AGEN T )

As a onsequen e, the set of keys known to Spy ontains not only the key the Spy
shares with the Server S , but also all the ompromised Agents' keys:
keyspy

: P (K EY )

The Spy we are onsidering is able to inter ept every single pa ket in the traÆ .
From all these pie es of data, the Spy tries to extra t as mu h information as possible,
breaking every en ryption he/she an through the use of keys in keyspy. This operation
is modeled through the fun tion
newSpyK nw

: P (M ESSAGE ) P (K EY )

! P(

C OM P ON EN T

) P (M ESSAGE )

that, given a set of messages and a set of keys, returns both the set of intelligible
message omponents, and the set of message fragments en rypted under unknown keys.
We will see in the Rule se tion how the rst part of this \knowledge" is used to
augment the set of known keys (keyspy ), while the se ond part is olle ted in the
following variable, ontaining all \not-understood" message fragments:
oanalz

: P (M ESSAGE )

The most dangerous a tivity of the Spy is synthesizing new messages from the
omponents he/she had stolen from the traÆ , the messages in oanalz and the keys in
keyspy :
synth

: P (C OM P ON EN T )  P (M ESSAGE )  P (K EY )

! P(

M ESSAGE

)

Finally, we need to model the possibility of a burglary | the Spy ould o asionally
manage to orrupt the Server S , obtaining from it some session keys. This possible
hannel of ommuni ation is modeled with the variable:
notes

: P (K EY )
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2.2.2 Rules
To be as generi as possible, we thin of the Spy as a orrupted insider, i.e. an Agent
who is trusted by the other Agents, whi h don't know his/her mali ious intents. Consequently, the Spy an also a t as a normal Agent, but here we onsider only his/her
illegal a tivity. This a tivity is des ribed in gure 6.

Rule spyIllegal:
do in-parallel

updateS pyK nw
destroyI nf o
addF akeI nf o

end-par

Figure 6: The spyIllegal rule
The updateSpyKwn ma ro model the Spy trying to learn new information from the
traÆ . The relevant informations are, of ourse, the session keys and the non es. These
two kinds of data are olle ted in two di erent set, respe tively keyspy and non e(Spy).
While non es an only be dis overed through the newSpyK nw fun tion, new session
keys an be obtained in two additional ways:
 from the Server S , as explained in presenting the variable notes;
 through \brute for e" ra king of session keys' erti ate.
This last point is ru ial: sin e we are dealing with a key distribution proto ol, it is
normal to foresee that old session keys will, before or after, fall in the hands of the
Spy . To model this, we let the notes variable be monitored by the Server S and by the
Spy , who an, every now and then, break one of the \ erti
ate" issued by the Server
, obtaining the session key thereby spe i ed.
The destroyInfo ma ro simply hooses at random a message in the traÆ and
destroys it. This ma ro is also useful to model the unreliability of the network.
The addFakeInfo ma ro builds all the fake messages it an and sends them to
random Agents.
These ma ros are illustrated in gure 7.
2.3

Modeling the Proto ol

In this se tion we introdu e the modules for the Key Distribution Server and for
Agents. Note that, as mentioned dis ussing the Spy model, the Spy is an agent too;
therefore, the module thereby des ribed is an extension of the agent's module illustrated
below.

2.3.1 Signature

In modeling the Server S , we must onsider the possibility of a burglary (see the disussion about the notes variable in the Spy se tion). We do this through the monitored
nullary predi ate:
burglary

: Boole

As for the agents, we need two spe ial predi ates.
The rst one is meant to model an agent wishing to initiate a new run of the proto ol
with another agent:
2

wish init

: AGEN T
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AGEN T

!

Boole

updateSpyKnw 

let netT raf f i = ont(traf f i (P AC K E T ))
(analz; notAnalz ) = newS pyK wn(netT raf f i
newN on es = analz \ N ON C E ;
newK eys = (analz \ K E Y ) [ notes;
do in-parallel
non e(S py ) := non e(S py ) [ newN on es
keyspy := keyspy [ newK eys
oanalz := oanalz [ notAnalz
notes := ;
end-par
end-let

)

; keyspy ;

destroyInfo 

hoose p 2 P AC K E T
lear (p)
end- hoose

addFakeInfo 

let f akeM sg = synth(AGE N T
oanalz; keyspy )
do forall X 2 AGE N T
hoose msg 2 f akeM sg
send(S py; X; msg )
end- hoose
end-do
end-let

[

[

keyspy

(

)

non e S py ;

Figure 7: Ma ros for the spy
The se ond predi ate models the su essful end of a proto ol run between two agents:
authOK

: AGEN T  AGEN T

!

Boole

2.3.2 Rules

The Server module is made up of a single rule. Brie y, the Server S keeps waiting for
requests, and answers ea h in oming message reating a new session key and issuing key
erti ates (i.e. en rypted messages that guarantee the authenti ity of the session key)
| one for ea h of the two parties involved in that run of the proto ol. In doing this, S
o asionally hands out the session key to the Spy | a burglary. This is illustrated in
gure 8.
The Agents a tivity is essentially the parallel exe ution of the four rules in gure 9.
Ea h rule he ks if it is ne essary to send a new message or if a proto ol run has
just been su essfully ompleted.
These rules make use of the following predi ate to determine whi h kind of message
they have re eived (if any):
(

re eived A; X:Y:msg

)

()

traf f i
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(re

( )) = (X; Y; msg )

eive A

Rule serverA tivity:

(
f
g) ^
(
( )) = fX; N1 ; N2 g then
let Kxy = sesK eyGenerator(X; Y );
Kx = shrK ey (X );
Ky = shrK ey (Y )
send(S elf; X; (fY ; Kxy ; N1 ; N2 gKx ; fX; Kxy gKy ))
if burglary then
notes := notes [ fKxy g
end-if
end-let
lear (re eive(S elf ))
end-if

if re

eived S elf; :S elf: Y ; msg

de rypt msg; shrK ey Y

Figure 8: The serverA tivity rule
Rule yahalom3:
if re eived(Self; :Self:fmsg 1; msg 2g) ^
de rypt(msg 1; shrK ey (Self )) =

Rule yahalom1:
if wish2init(Self; X ) then
let N ewN on e = non e(Self; X )
do in-parallel

) := X
isF resh(N ewN on e) := True
addN on e(Self; N ewN on e)
send(Self; X; fSelf; N ewN on eg)
wish2init(Self; X ) := False

if

N1

2

(

)^
)=X^

(

) then

end-if

(

f

(

lear re eive Self

f

:Self: X; N0

N ewN on e

= non e(Self; X )

do in-parallel

(

) := X
) := True
e(Self; N ewN on e)

re ipient N ewN on e

(

isF resh N ewN on e
addN on

(

send Self; Server;

f

f

(

f 2 gKxy g)
N

))

do in-parallel

( ) := False
(
) := True

isF resh N0

Self;

gKself g)

X; N0 ; N ewN on e

lear re eive Self

2

msg ;

Rule yahalom4:
if re eived(Self; :Self:fmsg 1; msg 2g) ^
de rypt(msg 1; shrK ey (Self )) = fX; Kxy g
^ de rypt(msg2; Kxy ) = fN0 g then
if N0 2 non e(Self ) ^
re ipient(N0 ) = X ^
isF resh(N0 ) then

g) then

self = shrK ey(Self )

(

(

send Self; X;

K

end-if

(

isF resh N1

end-if

Rule yahalom2:
if re eived(Self;

end-par
end-let

xy ; N1 ; N2 g then

non e Self

re ipient N1

end-par
end-let
end-if

let

f

X; K

(

re ipient N ewN on e

authOK X; Self

end-if

))

(

end-par

(

lear re eive Self

end-if

))

Figure 9: The four rules of the agent module
2.4

Modeling the Flawed Version

To omplete the ASM model for the Yahalom proto ol we need to present the awed
version.
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2.4.1 Signature
All the universes and fun tions needed in this subse tion have already been introdu ed
above.

2.4.2 Rules
The only di eren e between the awed version and the orre t one is the se ond message
of the sequen e (see the se tion about the atta k for more details).
As a onsequen e, we just need to slightly modify the rules that manage this kind
of message, to obtain the two rules in gure 10 and 11.

Rule awedServerA tivity:

(
f
g) ^
(
( )) = fX; N1 g then
let Kxy = sesK eyGenerator(X; Y );
Kx = shrK ey (X );
Ky = shrK ey (Y )
send(S elf; X; (fY ; Kxy ; N1 ; N2 gKx ; fX; Kxy gKy ))
if burglary then
notes := notes [ fKxy g
end-if
end-let
lear (re eive(S elf ))
end-if
if re

eived S elf; :S elf: Y ; N2 ; msg

de rypt msg; shrK ey Y

Figure 10: The awedServerA tivity rule

Rule awedYahalom2:

if re eived(S elf; :S elf:fX; N0g) then
let N ewN on e = non e(S elf; X )
Kself = shrK ey (S elf )
do in-parallel
re ipient(N ewN on e) := X
isF resh(N ewN on e) := True
addN on e(S elf; N ewN on e)
send(S elf; S erver; fS elf; N ewN on
fX; N0; gKself g)
end-par
end-let
lear (re eive(S elf ))
end-if

e;

Figure 11: The awedYahalom2 rule

3 The ASMGofer Implementation
To validate the model obtained in the previous se tion, we have implemented it using
the ASMGofer system.
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Beside some minor problems, pointed out later on, this passage has been quite
straightforward.
The implementation has been split into several di erent les (.gs stands for \gofer
s ript").










univs.gs: ontains the de nition of all the universes;
net.gs: ontains all the fun tions for the net module;
Spy.gs: implements the

Spy

, just as presented above;

WinnerSpy.gs: implements a spe ialized version of the

Spy , useful to illustrate
the atta k to the awed version of the proto ol;
Yahalom.gs: is the ASMGofer ode for the Agents' and Server's modules;
YahFlawed.gs: ontains the awed version of the proto ol;
s enario .gs: ontains a possible s enario of the network, spe ifying the number
of agent, the set of ompromised agents and other parameters.

3.1

Implementation details

We now ome to dis uss some problemati points of the implementation.
In transposing the ASM universes in their ASMGofer ounterpart | data types |
we needed to model a sort of subtyping, to express su h relation between universes like
K EY

,

SH RK EY

[

SESK EY

and
C OM P ON EN T

,

AGEN T

[

N ON C E

[

SESK EY

This has been a omplished through the use of data type onstru tors: adding
an upper ase letter before ea h subtype, the system is able to orre tly re ognize the
relation between the various types. Here is the ode:
data
data
data
data
data
data

AGENT = AGENT Int | Server | Spy
NONCE = NONCE Int
SHRKEY = SHRKEY Int | SHRSpy
SESKEY = SESKEY Int
KEY = H SHRKEY | E SESKEY
COMPONENT = A AGENT | N NONCE | S SESKEY

The ASMGofer type also omes in hands in implementing the
Sin e it supports re ursive types, the de nition is simply:

M ESSAGE

universe.

data MESSAGE = C COMPONENT | MESSAGE :#: KEY | MESSAGE :^: MESSAGE
3.2

Additional fun tions of the implementation

Here follows a list of the fun tions whi h have been in luded in the implementation for
te hni al reasons.







shrHolder (in net.gs): inverse of the shrKey fun tion;
sesHolder (in net.gs): asso iates ea h session key generated by the Server S to
its intended re ipients;
dest (in net.gs): extrapolates the re eiver of a message from an extended message
(i.e. the result of the traf f i fun tion);
startProto ol (in net.gs): ma ro used within the ASMGofer interpreter to start
a new proto ol run between the two Agents spe i ed as arguments;
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3.3

probA tivity (in net.gs): randomized fun tion used to implement monitored
predi ates that every now and then should be True (e.g. burglary );
yahalomMain (in Yahalom.gs and YahFlawed.gs): ma ro used within the interpreter to let the whole system evolve;
agentA tivity (in Yahalom.gs and YahFlawed.gs): ma ro to parallelize the a tivity of the Agents;
synth (in Spy.gs): these rules are used to ode the addFakeInfo rule of the
Spy module. Instead of generating the whole f akeM sg set and then extra ting a
random element from it, we just generate a single random element for ea h kinds
of possible fake messages;
synth (in WinnerSpy.gs): these rules make the di eren e between the general
Spy and the spe ialized version for the atta k. Instead of synthesizing all the possible kinds of messages, we generate only the two kinds of messages ne essary for
the atta k. The remaining job ( hoosing the right moment to send ea h message,
. . . ) is done by the di erent implementation of spyI llegal.
The simulation of the atta k

We now illustrate how to use the ASMGofer interpreter. We will use the following
proje t les:
 yahalom.p: proje t le to test the Yahalom proto ol with the full module for the
Spy :







yahalom.p 
univs.gs
s enario1.gs
net.gs
Spy.gs
Yahalom.gs

yahflawed.p: proje t le to test the awed version of the proto ol with the full

module for the Spy :

yahflawed.p 
univs.gs
s enario1.gs
net.gs
Spy.gs
YahFlawed.gs

atta k2yahalom.p: proje t

version of the proto ol:

le to try (without su ess) to atta k the orre t

atta k2yahalom.p 
univs.gs
s enario2.gs
net.gs
WinnerSpy.gs
Yahalom.gs

atta k2yahflawed.p: proje t le to try (su essfully) to atta k the awed version

of the proto ol:

atta k2yahflawed.p
univs.gs
s enario2.gs
net.gs
WinnerSpy.gs
YahFlawed.gs
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Let's see how to pro eed to simulate the atta k to the awed version. From within
the interpreter, type:
? :p atta k2yahflawed.p

Now set AGENT 1 wishing to initiate a proto ol run with AGENT 2:
? fire1 (startProto ol (AGENT 1, AGENT 2))

Then exe ute the main rule a few times:
? fire1 yahalomMain

To see what is going on, we an inspe t the traÆ over the net, typing:
? asso s traffi
[(PACKET 3,(AGENT 2,Server,
(C (A (AGENT 2)) :^: C (N (NONCE 2))) :^: ((C (A (AGENT 1)) :^:
C (N (NONCE 0))) :#: H (SHRKEY 2))))℄

Next, ontinue to re the yahalomMain rule until we get authenti ation:
? fire1 yahalomMain
"DISTRIBUTION OK
Initiator: AGENT 1
Responder: AGENT 2
Session key: SESKEY 4
Session-key reated for: (AGENT 1,AGENT 2)"

The set of messages that the Spy has not understood so far is showed by entering:
? oanalz
[(C (A (AGENT 1)) :^: C (N (NONCE 0))) :#: H (SHRKEY 2),
(C (A (AGENT 1)) :^: C (S (SESKEY 4))) :#: H (SHRKEY 2),
(((C (A (AGENT 2)) :^: C (S (SESKEY 4))) :^:
C (N (NONCE 0))) :^: C (N (NONCE 2))) :#: H (SHRKEY 1),
C (N (NONCE 2)) :#: E (SESKEY 4)℄

On the other hand, so far the Spy has been able to inter ept the following non es:
? non e Spy
[NONCE 0, NONCE 2℄

and knows the following keys:
? keyspy
[H SHRSpy℄

Now, we have to wait until the Spy obtains the old session key:
? myUntil (not (null [E k| (E k) <- keyspy℄)) yahalomMain
"Oops: The Spy obtained the session key SESKEY 4 breaking the message
(C (A (AGENT 1)) :^: C (S (SESKEY 4))) :#: H (SHRKEY 2)"

Inspe ting keyspy now we get:
? keyspy
[E (SESKEY 4), H SHRSpy℄

Finally, exe ute the main rule until we reobtain a (fake) authenti ation:
? fire1 yahalomMain
"DISTRIBUTION OK
Initiator: AGENT 1
Responder: AGENT 2
Session key: SESKEY 4
Session-key reated for: (AGENT 1,AGENT 2)"

To see that the orre t version thwarts this atta k, begin with
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? :p atta k2yahalom.p

Then pro eed as above, but . . . we won't never rea h the fake authenti ation!
The point is that the Spy an not obtain, in the orre t version, the fresh non e of
the AGENT 2. If we add this non e to non eSpy and then re again the main rule, we
will rea h the fake authenti ation.
? fire1 (do non e Spy := (NONCE 8) : non e Spy)
? myUntil (authOK(AGENT 1, AGENT 2)) yahalomMain
"DISTRIBUTION OK
Initiator: AGENT 1
Responder: AGENT 2
Session key: SESKEY 4
Session-key reated for: (AGENT 1,AGENT 2)"

4 The UML Model
The last model of our proto ol is a UML model.
It is made up of seven diagrams, presented in the following subse tions.
4.1

The

lass diagram

This diagram gives the stati aspe t of the system. Therefore, it serves the same purpose
as the signature in ASM models.
Consequently, it is natural to work out the lass diagram for the Yahalom proto ol
from the ASM signature presented early in the paper.
In parti ular, ea h universe maps to a lass and the relations between the universes
indu e the lass hierar hy. Besides, ea h fun tion is transposed either in an attribute
of the lass orresponding to its domain, or in a suitable asso iation between lasses.
4.2

The sequen e diagrams

Sequen e diagrams are used to sket h the typi al events ow for a system.
For our problem, we point out two su h diagrams: the YahalomSequen e diagram,
to illustrate a generi proto ol run, and the WinnerSpy diagram presenting the atta k
to the awed version.
4.3

The state hart and a tivity diagrams

State hart diagrams and a tivity diagrams both models the dynami aspe ts of the
system. Essentially, they are duals point of view for the analysis of the problem at
hand.
Consequently, they are obtained elaborating, in di erent ways, the rules of the ASM
model.
The state hart diagram is obtained fo using on the states that ea h omponent
of the system an rea h, and visualizing the ASM rules as transitions between states of
the form :
monitored predi ate [other onditions ℄ /body of the rule
The a tivity diagram is obtained fo using on the a tivities performed by ea h
omponent of the system in its own life y le. Essentially, they are obtained from the
body of the ASM rules splitting a tions into oherent a tivities.
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